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The results of Ed are generalized. The equations of motion of a horizon 
gyrocompass are derived, taking into account the inertial terms and the 
vertical acceleration arising from the motion of the base. Aperiodicity 
conditions are derived for a gyrocompass taking inertial terms into 
account. 

1. Let us introduce into consideration the right-hand coordinate 

system 0111’1151 whose origin is located at the earth’s center, and the 
axes are oriented toward fixed stars. 

Let us also introduce the following right-hand coordinate systems 
whose common origin 0 is located at the gyrosphere’s point of suspension: 
the system OQ-& whose axes are parallel to the corresponding axes of the 
coordinate system Ol<lql< 1; the coordinate system Ozlyltl in which the 
axis 011 is directed eastward along the tangent to the earth’s latitude 
and the axis Oyl is directed northward along the tangent to the earth’s 
longitude; the system Ox”yozo in which the axis OX’ is directed along 
the projection, onto the plane tangent to the earth at the point 0, of 
the velocity vector of the gyrosphere’s suspension point relative to 

system Ol~lrllSlo and the axis Oz” is directed vertically upward; the 
system Oxyz, attached to the gyrosphere. in which the axis Oy is 
directed along the gyrocompass* characteristic kinetic moment [moment 
of momentum] vector and the axis OZ is directed parallel to the axes of 
the casings of the gyroscopes. 

The position of the system of axes Ozyz with respect to the system 
of axes Or”yozO, is determined by means of the three angles a, p and y, 
where a is the angle of deviation of the gyrosphere axis from the 
azimuth, p is the angle of rise of the north end of the gyrosphere axis 
above the plane tangent to the earth at point 0, and y is the angle of 
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rotation of the gyrosphere about the norih-south line flj. 

The table of dfrection cosines betaeen the systems of axes Onyz and 
OOQ Ox y 2 is shown here. 

z cos 3 sin r -i_ sinasinr- cos 9 cos r 
+ sin ilL sin p co9 r --cosz sin pcosr 

The equations of motion of the gyrocompass relative to the ooordinate 
system O$TJ< is wirtten in the form 

Here Kx* Ky and Kz denote the projections onto the axes Ox, Oy and 

Oz. of the total kinetic moment of the gyrocompass; Q,, fz, and 9, denote 
the projections onto the axes Ox, Oy and Oz of the angular velocity of 
the system of axes Oxyz relative to the system of axes O,<,IJ~~~; IV,, hi,, 
and M, denote the moments with respect to the axes Ox, Oy and OX of the 
external forces acting on the gyrosphere; LX, Ly and Lz denote the 
moments with respect to these same axes of the inertial force due to the 
transfer motion of the gyrosphere as wefl as to the translation of the 
coordinate system O@J;. 

Equations (1.1) should be supplemented by yet another equation de- 
scribing the motions af the gyroscopes inside the gyrosphere. By setting 
UP for each gyroscope a moment equation, we have 

- & Wet + Q$,, - B,B,, f MI, --- 0 0.2) 

-$ (A&) + Q,B,, - Q& + MS5 = 0 (1.3) 

Here A, and A2 are the moments of inertia of each gyroscope (together 
with its casing) relative to the axes of the casings; E is the angle of 
deflection of the gyroscopes; the quantities IV,,, Mgz are the moments 
about the axes of the gyroscope casings; and 
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B 
1X = - B,,y = B sin E, lQli = U,!, = H COS ? 

represent the projections, respectively, onto the axes Ox and Oy of the 
characteristic kinetic moments of the gyroscopes. By subtracting (1.3) 

from (1.2) we obtain 

- -$ (Al + Az) i - R,2B sin F = iI’ (F) (IV (c.) = ‘Sf,z -- M,.) (1.4) 

The moment N(E) can be generated by a special sensor. 

Equation (1.4) is also the desired fourth equation. By assuming that 

the axes Ox, Oy and Oz are the principal axes of inertia of the gyro- 

sphere at the point of suspension, we have 

K, =- J,,.,R,, hl!, = J ,,!, R,, + 2B cos E, K, = .I;, Qz + (A2 - n,) s (1.5) 

Here, 2B cos E is the characteristic kinetic moment of the gyro- 

compass; Jxx, J 
YY 

and Jzz are the gyrosphere’s principal moments of 

inertia relative to the axes OX, Oy and Or, of which the first two are, 

in general, functions of the angle E. 

We shall assume further that Al = Ap = A = const, Jzz = const. 

After taking (1.5) and the remarks we have made into account, equa- 

tions (1.1) and (1.4) take the form 

-$ (J,,yR,) + (Jz, - J !,!!) Q!,Q, - 2B cm FQz = AI, + I. 

-$- (J!,,, Q!i) + (J,., - J,,) 52, R, + -& 28 cos E = M !, i- Li, (1.6) 

dQ, 
J *z dt- + (J,,, - J,,j n,Q!, f 2B CO!: FOX ::= :II, + I,; 

- 2Ai - Q,,2B sin E = I%’ (E) 

The expressions for Rx, R, and R, have the form [d 

Q, = + (sina cos r + cosa sinp sin r) + (Q +d) (- COSg sin 7) +b COS ‘I 

Qu = + cosa cosfi +(Q +a) sinp + i (1.7) 

nz = -+( sina sin r - cosa sin j3 cos T) + (Q +a’) COsfi COs 7 + 0 sin 7 

(II = 1/(RU cm cp + at;)* -/-I’ ,y’) 

Here v is the projection, onto the plane tangent to the earth at 
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point 0, of the velocity vector of the suspension point relative to the 
coordinate system O,~,ql~I; R is the earth’s radius: U is the earth’s 
angular velocity of rotation; q~ is the geocentric latitude of the ship’s 
location; vE and vN are, respectively, the eastward and northward com- 

ponents, as projected onto the axes 0x1 and Oyl of the velocity of the 
gyrosphere’s suspension point relative to the earth’s surface. Let us 
note also that 

Unat 
"N ‘I = - HU coscp + VE/ (1.8) 

From among the external forces acting on the gyrosphere, let us con- 

sider only the force of the earth’s gravity, P = mg (m is the gyrosphere 
mass and g is the free fall acceleration). which will be applied at the 
center of gravity c. of the gyrosphere. 

Let us suppose that the force of gravity is directed parallel to the 
axis 0~‘. and that the gyrosphere’s center of gravity has the coordi- 

nates xc = 0, y, = 0 and zc = -1 in the system of axes Oxyz. 

In this case 

M, = - mpl sin j3 , Mu = - mgl cos p sin r, M, = 0 (1.9) 

Further 

L, =- - m (n,y, -au 4) = - mla!,, L, = - m (a,z, - azx,.) = mla, 

L, = - m [auxc - u&/J = 0 

(1.10) 

Here ax, a and az are the projections onto the axes OX, Oy and Oz 

of the accele:ation of the gyrosphere’s suspension point relative to the 
coordinate system O,E_,q,~,. 

Let us denote by v 
.o’ VY” 

and v 
Z0 

the projections onto the axes 0x0, 

Oy” and Oz” of the velocity of the gyrosphere’s suspension point rela- 

tive to the coordinate system OlcIqI{I. In accordance with our choice 
of the system of axes OZ~Y~Z~, we have 

--- 
vXD = v = 1/(R u cos p + DE)’ + UN=, (1.11) 

Denoting by R 
x0’ 

Q o and Q o the projections onto its own axes of the 

angular velocity of t z z e system of axes Ox”yozo relative to the system 
of axes O,~,ql~l, we have 111 

52,. = 0, Q,o= VIII, Q,0 = P (1.12) 

Then, the projections onto the axes Ox”yozo of the acceleration of 
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the gyrosphere’s suspension point relative to the coordinate aystem 

W11151* will have the form 

Taking the table of direction cosines and (1.13) into account, ex- 
pressions (1.10) take the form 

L, = - ml [($++il),- sina cos.8) + vQ cosa cosfi + (ii - f) sins] (1.14) 

L, = ml [ ($- + +- i?) (cosa cos y - sina sinp sin r) + 

+ v62 (sina co9 7 + cosa sin@ sin 1) + (ii- -$) (- cosg sin 7)] 

L, = 0 

Defining the perturbed location of the axes of the gyroscope rotors 
relative to the gyrosphere by the angle 6 of rotation of the gyroscopes 
about the axes of their casings, we must set into equation (1.6) 

&=Ee+o (1.15) 

where EO is some equilibrium value of angle a. 

In what follows we shall need the aperiodicity conditions obtained 
by Ishlinskii Cl] for the precession theory of gyroscopic Phenomenon. 
The latter have the form 

2B cos so = mlv, N (P) = - gi cos e” sin so 

2. The aperiodicity conditions (1.16,) turn out to be insufficient 
when in the investigation of the motion of a horizon gyrocompass the 
inertial terms are taken into account. Therefore it is of interest to 
obtain conditions for compensating ballistic deviations for the wro- 
compass taking inertial terms into account. Let us note, however, that 
this implies the introduction of suitable external information. 

Let us consider what conditions must be satisfied so that the axes 
000 Oxyr always coincide with the axes Or y z , and that the angle s be 

equal to so, no matter how the gyrosphere’s suspension Point moves on 
the earth’s surface. Let us set a = p = y = 6 = 0 in equations (1.6). 
They then take the form (the moments of inertia A, and A2 are not taken 
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into account. and moreover, we assume that i = 0) 

(Jzz - J,,) g 8 - 28 cos ~“51 = - mlv8 j- M,* 

~(Jv11-5) +-g2Bcose0=??ll+!f~* 

dQ 
J ---z&f* 

2.z dt z ’ - -k- 2B sin iP = N tp.9 

(2.4) 

Here Mx*, My* and M, l 8re the compensating moments relative to 8xes 

Ox, Oy and Oz taking the external information into account. 

Equations (2.1) are identically satisfied in two cases. In this con- 

nection we obtain the following conditions: 

in the first case 

in the second case 

2B cos E’ = mlv (1. + x), N (e’) = - 
4Be 

mlR ti + xj cos @sin so 

AfXf = 0, My* = J,, $ +- , M,* = J,, $- (2.3) 

Here 

At the initial instant t = 0, let the 8xes Oxyt and Ox”yozo coincide, 
and let the initial value of angle E = E(O) be determined by the formula 

mlv (0) 
cos E (0) = 28 ( or cos e (0) = ml8 (0) (1 +x) 

28 1 (2.4) 

Here u(O) is the initisl value of v. 

During the whole motion, let the moment sensor generate the relation 

N(e)=-_% cosesine 
4B2 

or N (~1 = - mlRfl +x ) cos e sin e (2.5) 

and moreover, let there be superimposed the compenssting moments 
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d v 
M *co, x 

M*=J -- 
II zzdt R’ M,* = J,, $ 

(2.6) 

Then 

a = 0, B =o, r = 0 when t > 0 

Condition (2.5) together with the available compensating moments 
automatically Validate the condition 

ZB COs 8 = mlv (Or 2BCOsE = mlv (1 +x)) (2.7) 

i.e. the gyroscopes themselves will “select” angle E equal to E’. There 
will be no ballistic deviations of the compass. 

Thus, condition (2.2) or (2.3) is the aperiodicity condition for the 

gyrocompass when inertial terms are taken into account. However, if the 
initial conditions are satisfied with a small error, then by assuming 
angles a, p, y and 6 to be small, we obtain from equations (1.6). under 
condition (2.2) or (2.3). a linearized system which can be studied by 
the methods of the theory of small oscillations. 

The author expresses his thanks to V.N. Koshliakov for Valuable 
advice in carrying out this work. 
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